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Company Profile

Overview

    Keymac Packaging Systems design, manufacture, 

and service a full line of primary packaging machines 

aimed at the food and non-food industries 

  Worldwide. 

  

    With Keymac’s innovative approach to solving the 

common challenges of production and automation, 

we have earned a reputation for providing simple and 

robust equipment that cut cost and improves 

efficiencies.

  With over 35 years of packaging industry 

expertise, the directors of Keymac have achieved   

much success and brought forth 

innovation that have become proven standards.

  Keymac is the industry leader in the packaging

sector striving to advance our patented designs and 

capabilities. 

History of Keymac

Keymac Packaging Systems, also known as Keymac was founded in Keynsham, United Kingdom in 
2005 by Mike Bradley and his father, Albert Bradley. Based on its humble beginnings in the 
town of Keynsham the name ‘Keymac’ is derived from ‘Keynsham Machinery’. Keymac still manu-
factures machines in Keynsham today.

Keymac developed its first automated machine - the K101 Auto-sleeve with its small footprint, 
and unique operation offering a purpose built solution that had not been previously available. 
Through this development concept, Keymac has gone from strength to strength, continually 
manufacturing and supplying clients all over the world. It is still expanding today with its un-
raveled range of machinery.

In 2010 Keymac opened it’s new manufacturing facility in Charlotte, NC expanding the range to 
the new markets in North and South America. This led to the further development of the range 
to meet higher speeds and include many new machines handling unique concepts in packaging 
that have not been automated before.

To meet the ever expanding and changing consumer market demands, Keymac has developed a 
comprehensive range of machinery that have become industry standards. This machine range pro-
vides solutions from simple to innovative concepts to high tech robotics. We also assess your 
specific packaging requirements and apply a creative yet practical approach that results in in-
creased business productivity. 



Automatic sleeving

We manufacture a range of fully automatic sleeving machines aimed at the ready 
meal market. These machines offer many unique features and are unmatched for 
performance and reliability. Low maintenance requirements and reduce running 
costs make these machines and excellent choice to provide you with the next step 
in efficiency and productivity.

K50 Auto-sleeve
° Continuous Motion
° Speeds up to 30 packs per minute 
° Small footprint of only 1.5m (6’)
° Simple low maintenance design 
  features
° Energy saving design using pre-glued  
  sleeves

° Robust stainless steel construction

K101 Auto-sleeve
° Continuous Motion
° Speeds up to 60 packs per minute 
° Small footprint of only 1.5m (6’)
° Simple low maintenance design 
  features
° Energy saving design using pre-glued 
  sleeves

° Robust stainless steel construction

K201 Auto-sleeve
° Continuous Motion
° Speeds up to 120 packs per minute 
° Compact footprint of only 2.5m (9’)
° Simple low maintenance design features
° Energy saving design using pre-glued  
  sleeves
° Robust stainless steel construction
° Rotary sleeve feeder with pre break 
  system
° Automatic in-feed timing system

The Original compact 
sleever . .



End Load Cartoning

Keymac’s range of end load cartoners come with both semi-automatic and fully 
automatic product loading options. these robust machines offer many unique 
features and are unmatched for performance and reliability. Low maintenance 
requirements and reduce running costs make these machines an excellent choice to  
provide you with the next step in efficiency and productivity.

Continuous:
KCM1, 2 & 3 Cartoner

° Continuous Motion

° Speeds up to 200 packs per minute 

° Available as end seal, semi-automatic   

  load, and fully automatic load

° Simple low maintenance design features

° Hot melt glue or tuck closure available

° Robust one piece chassis frame 

  construction

° Handles a wide range of products and    

  carton styles.

Intermittent:
KIM1, 2 & 3 Cartoner

° Intermittent Motion

° Speeds up to 40 packs per minute 

° Available as end seal, semi-automatic  

  load,and fully automatic load

° Simple low maintenance design features

° Robust one piece chassis frame 

  construction



Top Load Cartoning

  Keymac’s top load carton forming and closing machines are for the 
confectionery, bakery and frozen food industries. Automatic product loading 
is also available using multi-head weighers, robotics and unique purpose built 
manual loading stations. These robust machines offer cost saving features 
and are unmatched for performance and reliability. Low maintenance 
requirements and reduced running costs make these machines an excellent 
choice to provide you with the next step in efficiency and productivity.

KCF & KCFG
Carton Formers
° Simple harmonic motion main drive mechanism

° Speeds up to 60 strokes per minute 

° Multi head options can reach speeds up to 200  

  cartons per minute

° Hot melt glue or corner lock tooling available

° Simple low maintenance design features

° Energy saving design

° Robust one piece chassis frame construction

KCCR & KCCS
Carton Closers
° Multi-axis drive system to minimize components

° Flightless carton control keep carton square

° Flexible over head conveyor to handle over 

  sized cartons 

° speeds up to 200 cartons per minute

° Right angled and in line versions available 

° Hot melt glue line control through touch  

  screen HMI

° Simple, quick size changing using digital 

  indicators
° Simple low maintenance design features 
° Energy saving design

° Robust one piece chassis frame construction



Special and Custom

Custom Equipment
° Product handling and loading 

  systems 

° Robotic pick and place

° Cascade in-feed loading systems 

° Diverging conveyor units

° Tray denesters

° Foil lidding and crimping

° Auto bottom carton formers

° Special carton closers 

° Conveyors and tables

° Custom work stations 

° Product collation systems 

° Custom in-feed systems 

° Case packing equipment

Services
° Site installation and training 

° Machine service and repairs

° Spare parts 

° Project planning and development

° Custom design and development

° Packaging and product design

KCLF 
Keymac Crash Lock Former

Krt
Keymac Rotary Table

KC 
Keymac Conveyor



Contact Keymac

Machine manufacture

Distributor / service

Keymac Packaging 
Systems LTDKeymac USA Llc

8301 Arrowridge Rd, Suite I 
Charlotte, NC 28273
USA

+1704-504-3909

WWW.Keymacusa.com
Sales@Keymacusa.com

The directors:
Michael Bradley Albert Bradley

  Michael founded the Keymac packaging sys-
tems in England in 2005 and then opened in 
2010, the Charlotte, North Carolina, manu-
facturing facility in the USA. He continues to 
expand and develop both locations in market 
around the world. 
  Michael began his career as an engineer with 
Bradman-Lake developing the standard carton 
machines which are supplied today. He later 
co-owned Adco manufacturing Ltd. 
and developed many of the new machines in the 
Adco range.

  Albert Started his career at age sixteen 
in the packaging industry with the Dickinson 
Robinson Group (DRG). In 1969 he set up his 
own company, Bradman-Lake. With this com-
pany he patented concepts and systems that 
have changed and influenced the packaging 
industry worldwide as the standard today. 
After selling his interests in Bradman-Lake, 
Albert and Michael started Keymac
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